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TIRANA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL has the pleasure to announce four major new
services available for applicants: TIFF.TV Competition, TIFF Online Library, TIFF Market
Corner and TIFF on Tour.
Since its inception in 2003, TIRANA INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL receives over 15,000 short films from over 107 countries around the world. Out of all
these applications only 100 films can be chosen each year for the competition program. With
these three new services, Tirana IFF offers the opportunity to many films to be shown in
alternative ways (TV, online, market, special programs) in a wider audience and experts.
The applicants must apply clearly for each one of these new services. Fill the appropriate field
in the entry form.

1. TIFF.TV Competition
With our partners, DigitAlb TV we offer the possibility to directors screening their films
(selected for the official competitive program or not) to the Albanian audience and win the TV
audience awards in the following categories: Best DigiFeature, Best DigiFiction, Best DigiAnim,
Best DigiDoc, Best DigiExp.
2. TIFF Online Library
With our partners altcine and altcineAction! TIFF offer the online presentation of each film,
in a dedicated page, as a part of a film library, with all related information and with the possibility
to receive comments from the international Internet audience and industry. The screening of
films is open to anyone without charges.
The films will be available for viewing in the film
library as long as director/producer wishes.
3. TIFF Market Corner
TIRANA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL will create a market corner during the nine
days, where potential buyers can watch all films and make their selection. Tirana IFF will also
act as a festival promoter and distributor. In case of financial contract with a distributor, Tirana
IFF will receive a fee of 5%.
4. TIFF on Tour

Tirana IFF will act as ambassador for the submitted films and will travel with a selection to
other Albanian cities during the year. TIFF will also propose special screenings to other regional
festivals in accordance to a specific subject or theme of each collaborative festival.
I want to participate in the following sections:
- Competition
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-

Non-Competition
Feature Film Competition
Short Film Competition
In Albanian Film Competition

I want to participate in the following services:
- TIFF.TV Competition (one year of rights)
- TIFF Online Library (five years of rights)
- TIFF Market Corner (two year of rights)
- TIFF on Tour (five years of rights)
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